Fighting Cyber Crime
Address your weakest link. Train your staff to fight cyber-crime.

DESCRIPTION

This immersive training initiative was developed to minimise the frightening cyber-crime threat to our
organizations.
It addresses the weakest link that cyber criminals have learnt to exploit, your staff.
It very effectively gives your staff, and anyone else the awareness they need to identify when an attack is
potentially happening and gives them the confidence to act.
In association with MaST UK, Snap Tech International gives you the only cyber security awareness programme
with an official UK Government regulated qualification attached, and the ability to train large numbers of
employees within one or two weeks.
It provides a solid metric for measuring cyber security awareness and understanding, and an excellent
professional development opportunity for employees.
It is far more than just a training course. It is a roughly 60-minute immersive and engaging learning experience
that you cannot do without.
Don’t wait, this course has been mandated by one of the four biggest UK banks and is currently being rolled
out to all global employees.
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OBJECTIVES

To turn all your employees into “Cyber Stars”, responsible for being able to identify, respond to and mitigate a
range of cyber threats.
Learning objectives within this course include:


Principles of cyber security.



Impact of cyber threats to business



Identifying cyber risks specific to your organisation.



Threat motivators and methodologies.



Social engineering.



Social media threats.



Wifi specific risk.



Incident response.



Effective implementation of mobile and home working policies.

Cyber Stars CLICK HERE or open for a trailer preview
TARGET AUDIENCE

Everyone. Your staff. You. Your CEO.
COURSE STRUCTURE

This movie-based event is based around a three-part drama that examines the essential learning for entry level
cybersecurity awareness. It tells the captivating story of a new employee who posts her new job on linkedin,
unaware that hackers are targeting exactly that sort of post. She gets hit with a ransomware attack on her new
work laptop. She tries to sort things out with the help of her old boyfriend who is something of a geek - which
causes some discomfort for her current boyfriend … who isn’t.
This is one of our best sellers - including a mandated roll out for one of the four big banks to all global
employees.
CERTIFICATE

By completing/passing this course, you will attain the certificate Cyber Stars Lite ProQual endorsed Certificate
of Learning
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